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Your All-Inclusive Guide to Laminate Flooring:
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Featuring the Kronotex Mammut Plus Collection
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Our Story


15 Years of Experience in Laminate Flooring


Start the adventure with Kronotex India’s Laminate Flooring, a manifestation of our dedication and passion to revolutionise flooring options in India. After 15 years of working with Kronotex, our sales head for South Asia found gaps in the quality of service and consistency of stock across various kinds of distributors. This insight led to the establishment of Kronotex India in 2020, which became the exclusive distributor of the prestigious Kronotex Germany. We built a branch office in Bangalore in 2022 and plan to open one in Mumbai soon. We are dedicated to provide reliable service and consistent restocking. This calculated growth guarantees seamless product distribution and servicing throughout India. Weaved throughout our narrative is a love for high-quality solutions, service excellence, and a focus on a niche market that values sustainability and brand consciousness. Come collaborate with us to create a flooring experience that goes above and beyond. Here at Kronotex India, innovation and quality collide! 





			
About us







Our Laminate Flooring Products


Where innovation meets timeless elegance. Our laminate flooring, at home in apartments, houses, offices, and beyond, offers a touch of nature with surfaces mirroring wood or stone. Dive into a world of possibilities with our vast array of classic and trend-setting decors. Elevate your style with the timeless charm of oak, embrace modernity with tile aesthetics, and marvel at the lifelike replicas of wood or stone. From trendy adaptations to whimsical fantasy patterns, KRONOTEX empowers you to showcase your unique style. Redefine your interiors with flooring that not only impresses visually but also delights with its tactile grace. Step into a world where every step tells a story — your story. Experience KRONOTEX, where every floor becomes a canvas of creativity.
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Exquisite Plus



Exquisit Plus Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and resilient
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Exquisite



Exquisite Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and resilient insensitive
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Mammut Plus



Mammut Plus Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and resilient
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Amazone



Amazone Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and resilient insensitive
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Mega Plus



MEGA PLUS Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and resilient
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Superior Standard Plus



Superior Standard Plus Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and
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Herringbone



Herringbone Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and resilient insensitive
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Superior Advanced



Superior Advanced Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and resilient
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Superior Catwalk



Superior Catwalk Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and resilient
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Robusto



Robusto Flooring Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and resilient
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Accessories



Discover the Perfect Finishing Touch for Your Floors Aluminium Profiles are more than just accessories; they are the final brushstroke that completes the masterpiece of your floor. Crafted for Elegance
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Superior Standard



Superior Standard Flooring Easy To Clean abrasion-resistant comfortable to walk on stain-resistant Largely resistant to cigarette burns Features made from natural, renewable raw materials Request Quote Durable, pressure resistant and
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Easy To Clean
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abrasion-resistant
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comfortable to walk on
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stain-resistant
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Largely resistant to cigarette burns






Features
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made from natural, renewable raw materials





Request Quote
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Durable, pressure resistant and resilient
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insensitive to light and looks brilliant even after years
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ideally suited for laying on underfloor heating
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largely scratch-resistant
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flame retardant
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TRANSFORM YOUR SPACE WITH LAMINATE FLOORING TODAY! 🌟


Elevate your home or office with enduring beauty and unmatched durability. Ready for a stunning makeover?










Contact us













Read what our customers think of us









	
	
	
	
	




Very great professional job on installing my new flooring. I have a 100 year old home and all challenges that came with my home were handled excellent with perfect solutions.


AARAV MALHOTRA






	
	
	
	
	




This is really a place from you can get flooring which will add beautiful ambience to your house and according to your budget after sales service is the best.


VISHAL SHARMA






	
	
	
	
	




Great job from helping with a selection, to the follow up on the installation. Will certainly be using for future projects in the house!


MONIKA SHARMA






	
	
	
	
	




Great range. Never thought one would see so many awesome designs in laminated wooden flooring. Knowledgeable staff that guides you to make proper selection. Highly recommended!


AJAY GARG






	
	
	
	
	




One of the best German Laminate Flooring available in the Industry with a very wide range in different hues & pattern endorsed with Competitive Price & Service.


ANUJ PATHARA






	
	
	
	
	




Nice collection. Variety of flooring under one roof


ROOPS PAWAR
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 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)


Got questions? Find answers to the most common queries of our customers in this section.










Who lays laminate?
You can have laminate laid by professional floor fitters whom you can employ in the same way as other tradesmen. If you buy laminate from a specialist dealer, you can normally take advantage of installation as part of their service.


People who buy laminate flooring frequently decide to simply lay it themselves. Click laminate, in particular, can be installed without any prior knowledge or special DIY skills. In the DIY scene, installing laminate is regarded as definitely feasible.






Who invented laminate?
The Swedish company Perstorp in Trelleborg developed a laminate material as a floor covering in 1977 and launched it on the market in 1980. The first HPL floor (High Pressure Laminate) with particle board and a wood veneer was produced. Previously, laminate had been used since the 1920s for work surfaces, window sills and wall panels.






What does laminate flooring consist of?
Laminate consists of several layers fused together to which paper is attached with different patterns or decors. As High Density Fibreboard (HDF) is used as the substrate for the paper, laminate flooring has a wood content of around 90 percent.






How is laminate disposed of?
Laminate can be simply disposed of with non-recyclable waste. If the volume is so high that normal waste bins are not sufficient, please take the old laminate to the recycling or refuse disposal centre. Some local authorities also offer bulky waste collections where laminate can be included.



If your new floor is laid by a specialist company, the tradesmen will in most cases take charge of disposing of the old laminate.



If you are carrying out renovations or refurbishments on a larger scale and you order a skip, you can also throw your old laminate into it.






What laminate thicknesses are available?
KRONOTEX laminate panels are available in thicknesses of 8 mm, 10 mm and 12 mm. Thinner laminate is usually required, for example, when it has to fit under doors. Thicker laminate is naturally more stable and also quieter. The thicker the panels, the more stable the connection as the click connection for KRONOTEX laminate matches the thickness of the panels.



From Performance Class 33 (commercial) onwards, KRONOTEX panels are at least 10 mm thick.






Can you also use laminate as wall panelling?
Yes, you can also install laminate on walls. You will either need a substructure for attaching them, or the panels are glued directly.



But beware: If you fit laminate flooring to walls, you are not using it for its intended purpose. This will invalidate any guarantee or warranty.











What is the V groove with laminate flooring?
The join between two laminate panels lying side by side is around 1 mm deep and is termed the V groove. It is created by the flattened edges of the panels where we also talk of 45 degree fibres. When you fit the panels together, a join is created which is V-shaped in cross-section which is how it gets its name.



V grooves typically occur with solid floorboards. As laminate also uses these grooves, in appearance it is a perfect imitation of floorboards.






Can I lay laminate on top of underfloor heating?
Yes, if both the laminate is suitable for underfloor heating and the underfloor heating is suitable for laminate. KRONOTEX laminate is excellently suited to hot water underfloor heating and also to most electric underfloor heating. You will find everything you need to look out for here:






How can laminate be cut?
Laminate can best be cut with a laminate cutter. Such devices can easily be transported, and the laminate can be cut quietly without dust or shavings by employing a simple levering action.



You can also use a handsaw with a mitre box. However, this requires greater expenditure of force, takes longer and causes shavings.



If you are experienced in the use of a circular table saw, you can also use one. Cutting is then fast but it is loud and raises dust and shavings.



You can also use a jigsaw. However, here too it is advisable to be experienced in handling one. But it can cut laminate quickly and flexibly.



Whatever tools are chosen, the decor surface should face downwards to ensure it does not flake off when cutting.






How long will laminate last?
How long laminate lasts depends on its performance and abrasion class and on the wear and tear it is subjected to and how well it is looked after. The German Tenants’ Association (Deutscher Mieterbund) states 10 years as the life expectancy for laminate flooring. KRONOTEX offers up to 30 years warranty on its laminate.






Why does my laminate flooring creak?
If your laminate flooring creaks or squeaks when you walk on it, the reasons may be as follows:	distances from walls, door frames, heating pipes, expansion profiles have not been adhered to
	sub-floor uneven
	sub-floor consists of old floorboards
	tongue and groove not correctly connected
	faulty impact sound insulation








What does floating installation mean with laminate?
In the case of floating installation, the laminate is not fixed to the sub-floor but just laid on top of it. This allows the wood material to “work”. This means the material has enough play to expand and contract like wood depending on the temperature and humidity.



Floating installation is also a simple alternative way of laying laminate flooring. And it is also easy to remove again.
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At our Heiligengrabe site, we implement improvements in performance that are well above the industry average.We produce high-quality, eco-friendly, sustainable, healthy engineered wood materials from debarked domestic pine and spruce wood.
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Interior Trends


ON-TREND GREIGE INTERIOR


BOSTON CREAM, KRONOTEX MEGA PLUS COLLECTION



This home and living classic is always in demand: the combination of gray and beige to make greige. It’s also reflected in the color scheme for the new KRONOTEX decor Boston Cream. A cement-look floor with timeless beauty and boundless sophistication.
The warm interplay of white, beige and gray creates the ultimate in urban lifestyle. The decor exudes freedom and a light feel.











OUR
DESIGN TIP








Combine your greige paradise with the it material of 2024: chrome. Use it in decorative objects or with furniture. You’ll love the contrast between cozy warmth and cool elegance!
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Cascading








Our approach extends beyond efficient production; it encompasses the entire lifecycle of our products. From conscientious product planning and sustainable raw material procurement to environmentally compatible production processes and logistics, we are committed to minimizing our ecological footprint. Through cascading the use of wood, we actively contribute to CO2 reduction, employing cutting-edge technologies to recycle raw materials to the fullest extent. At SWISS KRONO Switzerland, even what cannot be directly used in products finds purpose through optimal recycling, shaping a sustainable wood cycle. Kronotex India: where sustainability is not just a practice but a pledge to harmonize with nature.
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CO2








Embracing a vision of sustainability, Kronotex India, inspired by the esteemed SWISS KRONO Group, aligns itself with the principles of resource conservation and energy efficiency. SWISS KRONO Switzerland, throughout its value chain, prioritizes energy-efficient manufacturing, with over 90 percent of thermal energy sourced from renewables, ensuring a climate-neutral production process.Since 2010, a robust energy management system has been in operation, focusing on efficiency enhancement and CO2 emission reduction by substituting fossil fuels. The commitment extends beyond words to actions, with continuous adaptation of infrastructure and optimization of processes. This unwavering dedication is not just a corporate ethos; it’s a significant contribution to the national goal of curbing greenhouse gas emissions for a healthier climate. 
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Sustainability








Dedicated to the ethos of sustainable practices, the SWISS KRONO Group, a guiding force behind Kronotex India, is unwavering in its commitment to defined sustainability criteria. Across all its divisions, the group prioritizes the efficient and sustainable use of wood as a natural resource, ensuring the protection of invaluable resources. Embracing a circular economy, recycled wood is integrated where quality remains uncompromised. Further emphasizing its commitment, the group harnesses renewable sources to generate a substantial portion of its energy needs. Kronotex India echoes this commitment to sustainability, offering not just flooring solutions but a pledge to uphold eco-friendly practices, mirroring the SWISS KRONO Group’s values while ensuring quality in every plank.
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Interior Trends


SUSTAINABLE AND ORGANIC








This on-trend look for your home is all about mindfulness and being close to nature. Home accessories for 2023 focus on natural materials such as shells and stones, and on making conscious use of resources.
Neutral colors harmoniously underpin the design and are ideal for combining with wood tones. Something that looks particularly good here is an old cupboard that has been given a limewash finish.
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BODEGA OAK BEIGE







D 40402  EXQUISIT PLUS



The light, warm sand tones of the Bodega Oak Beige decor bring a glow to the room. The extra-wide boards have a natural, light wood grain that makes the play of colors all the more effective.
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BODEGA OAK GREY







D 40412 | EXQUISIT PLUS



The Bodega Oak Grey decor exudes an air of restraint and balance with its grey-brown color and subtle touches of vanilla. An extra-wide board for rooms that demand a strong, enduring look.
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Bodega Oak Beige  warm & radiant
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Avanto Brown  timelessly natural
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Bodega Oak Grey  soothing & balanced
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Interior Trends


SOFT AND SUBTLY STUNNING


SALISBURY CHESTNUT DARK, KRONOTEX ROBUSTO COLLECTION



The magic of South England can be found in the new KRONOTEX decor Salisbury Chestnut Dark. It’s as if the spirit of the landscape is captured in this flooring. Soft shapes and warm colors create a balanced elegance. The strong tradition that places like Salisbury exude combines with the beauty of classical flooring in this decor.
Warm honey tones combine with creamy cappuccino notes to create an interplay of color full of positive energy. The subtle mix of light and dark reflections is the perfect way to round off the palette.











OUR
DESIGN TIP








Combine the Gnarrenburg Oak Brown decor with THE trend color of 2024, Peach Fuzz. The delicate rose pink orange blends wonderfully with the floor’s tones. A sofa or armchair in an on-trend shape inspired by the human silhouette – perhaps in light blue – is the perfect way to complete the look.
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Interior Trends


COLOR FOCUS








Colours influence our sensory perception. Whether consciously or unconsciously, we automatically associate colours with meanings that influence our sensations. In this way, the effects of rooms can be controlled – sometimes calm and serene or energetic and stimulating! Depending on the mood I want to create.
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LAVENDER








The trend scouts all agree that lavender is set to dominate our homes in 2023. This delicate, blue-tinged pastel tone can be both calming and fun. On furniture, walls or textiles, lavender creates a perfect balance in the home. And – even better – this serene color is great for combining with other shades. Pair bright, warm floors with lavender, and bask in the glow of a summer’s day in Provence. Or opt for more low-key, grey flooring with lavender to create an oasis of balance and calm.
Unleash your creativity! BODEGA OAK NATURE
D 40432 | EXQUISIT PLUS

Caramel brown and golden sand tones combine in the Bodega Oak Nature decor to create a warm glow.
An even grain adds to the charm of these extra-wide boards.
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FRESH GREEN AND BLUE








A bold and enigmatic color trend for 2023: the combination of blue and green. Nostalgic, emotional and audacious. And at the same time, an ode to nature, to water, to the sky and to plant life. Colors that are redolent of vitality.
Green and blue help improve concentration and have a calming effect. The strong hues are excellent for combining with our new flooring options in grey and pink tones. AVANTO NATURE
D 80272 | EXQUISIT PLUS

The Avanto Naturale decor features a rustic mix of light and dark brown tones. The extra-wide boards bring a touch of country-house living to the
room.
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WE ARE SEEING RED!








The trend color red is set to lift our spirits in 2023. Earthy red tones will define home interiors, bringing a glow of energy and life. Ready for something new? Don’t be afraid to go for a color that sends signals!
Red is available in a rich variety of shades, so you can mix and match them in any number of ways. You can combine the red tones in your room with light or dark flooring, depending on the effect you want to achieve. AVANTO LIGHT
D 80262 | EXQUISIT PLUS

Soft vanilla, warm sand and a hint of nougat brown make the Avanto Light decor the ideal choice for a natural, Scandinavian look. Extra-wide boards
for a snug, warm interior.
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Avanto Light  cozy & warm
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Avanto Nature  cozy & rustic
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Desert Oak Nature  molten caramel
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Lybia Oak Copper  harmonious & glowing
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Desert Oak Grey  attractive & low-key
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BODEGA OAK NATURE
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BODEGA OAK BROWN
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MOUNTAIN OAK TITANIUM
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RUBY OAK PLATINUM
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Interior Trends


PERFECTLY CURATED PATCHWORK








Is your home as colorful as your life? Then it not only suits you to a T, it’s also in tune with one of the megatrends of 2023: eclecticism. A hard one to pronounce? We think so too! That’s why we simply refer to it as a perfectly curated patchwork of beautiful things. A mix of old and new furniture, large prints, treasured finds from your last visit to the flea market. Have the courage to combine all the things that speak to your soul.
A neutral floor without an overly strong wood grain can bring a touch of calm to your colorful world. And if you group your treasured pieces together into small collections, you can also create zones to give the eyes a little rest.
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AVANTO BEIGE







D 80242 | EXQUISIT PLUS

Light cappuccino brown blends with warm sand tones in the Avanto Beige decor. The extra-wide boards create a snug and inviting atmosphere.
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OPAL OAK COFFEE







D 40522 | ROBUSTO

The Opal Oak Coffee decor turns the room into a tranquil haven. The dark essence of coffee blends with light beige tones that lend the board life and luster.
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RUBY OAK BROWN







D 40542 | ROBUSTO

The calm, light brown tones of the Ruby Oak Brown decor make it the perfect basis for creating a natural look. A board for a timeless interior.
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AVANTO BEIGE
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OPAL OAK COFFEE
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RUBY OAK BROWN
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Interior Trends


THE ART OF PARING BACK








We would be the first to admit that it’s difficult to part with possessions, even if you haven’t used them for a long time. Moving house often offers the opportunity to consider what you really want to keep and how much you actually need in order to feel at home. Interior design is set to focus on the idea of paring back to the essentials in 2023.
No-frills wooden and metal furniture features in airy, urban rooms, where the design impact centers, above all, around “absences”. This trend is perfect for combining with our new, natural stone-effect flooring. These styles of decor exude strength and clarity, underlining the consciously pared-back look.
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TAVOLO TRAVERTIN WHITE







D 80692 | MEGA PLUS

The stunning Tavolo Travertine White decor pairs bright beige with hints of vibrant light grey. With their subtle natural stone effect, these tiles are the ideal choice for minimalist interior design.
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TAVOLO TRAVERTIN GREY







D 80702 | MEGA PLUS

The natural stone-effect Tavolo Travertin Grey decor has a pure, no-frills look. The light grey tiles are the ideal choice for urban-style design and help create a distinctive, loft-like feel.
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TAVOLO TRAVERTIN WHITE
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TAVOLO TRAVERTIN GREY
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Interior Trends


EVERLASTING LOVE: SCANDINAVIAN STYLE








Few trends have enjoyed such widespread and enduring popularity as this one. It is plain to see why: rooms with Nordic flair have a light and airy, timelessly beautiful and wonderfully laidback feel.
Scandinavian living is comfortable and extremely contemporary. The furnishing style is all about wood and nature, with the use of warm textiles to reinforce the effect.
The first thing you need for the perfect Scandinavian style is as much white as possible. And a wood-effect floor with a light, warm glow is the perfect way to boost the impact of the white. Add accents of on-trend green and blue to round off your dream of Nordic living in consummate style.
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AMERIGO







D 80732 | DYNAMIC

The Amerigo decor brings a light and subtle, matte vanilla tone to the room. Consummate Scandinavian flair for a bright and airy interior.
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MOUNTAIN OAK SAND







D 40772 | MAMMUT PLUS

Like warm sunlight, the Mountain Oak Sand decor brings an air of tranquility to a room. Subtle beige blends with a golden shimmer and a natural wood grain on the wide, extralong boards. 
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LYBIA OAK NATURE







D 80652 | ROBUSTO

The Lybia Oak Nature decor has a traditional and down-to-earth look. Nut brown and vibrant caramel gold combine in the rustic wood grain.A board to lift the spirits!
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AMERIGO
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MOUNTAIN OAK SAND
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LYBIA OAK NATURE
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Interior Trends


CATCH THE SPRING


BEECH NATURE, KRONOTEX EXQUISIT PLUS COLLECTION



Bring spring into your home with the natural beech decor. The coup: wherever this floor is installed, it’s springtime 365 days a year. The skilful interplay of colours in soft honey gold and amber spreads radiant warmth throughout the room. The extra wide plank of natural beech also creates an atmosphere of spaciousness and openness.











OUR
DESIGN TIP








Combine light-coloured walls with a piece of furniture in your favourite spring colour. This highlight is perfectly illuminated by your new floor in natural beech decor.
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Interior Trends


MY ISLAND OF ENERGY


BELVEDERE OAK, KRONOTEX EXQUISIT COLLECTION



Treat yourself to your own private source of strength in your home: a room in which green can unfold its full potential. Invigorating, inspiring, vitalising and balancing. For a feeling of strength and vitality like a long walk in the woods.
This magical energy perfectly complements the unique structure of the oak wood in the Belvedere Oak decor. Noble light silk grey meets creamy cappuccino brown and makes this flooring a floor with a lot of style!











OUR
DESIGN TIP








Your oasis of nature with the Belvedere oak decor is an impressive setting for the bold and trendy retro look with elements from times gone by. Because the tranquillity that your source of strength radiates makes the colourful mix of shapes dance. Dance with us. How about even more vigour with a green smoothie in your Green Zone?
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Interior Trends


PERFECTLY ORCHESTRATED


GUNRAY WALNUT CAPPUCCINO, KRONOTEX EXQUISIT COLLECTION



What does it depend on, the famous wow effect in a room impression? Definitely the courage to reduce and very deliberate, restrained emphasising. Sounds complicated? But it’s not, as our example shows. The perfect blend of warm brown and vanilla milk foam in the Gunray walnut cappuccino decor combines perfectly with the stylishly understated furnishing style. Only the bright yellow armchair seems to draw attention to itself. But in fact, the colours of the room combine in a wonderfully harmonious and flowing way. The floor provides the impressive stage for this perfect setting.











OUR
DESIGN TIP








Combine a very light grey instead of white as a wall colour with a discreet use of black. This makes the room appear softer, warmer and more natural. Wood tones and matt gold enhance this elegant look.
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Interior Trends


MYSTERIOUS AND APPEALING


GNARRENBURG OAK BROWN, KRONOTEX EXQUISIT COLLECTION



The name sounds mysterious – and that’s just what it is. It takes us to the Teufelsmoor in Lower Saxony. That’s where the community of Gnarrenburg sits nestled in the heart of unique protected countryside. Moors harness the powers of nature. They only rarely reveal what’s in their possession. Moors are special and unique. Just like the centuries-old oak from the Teufelsmoor that inspired our Gnarrenburg Oak Brown decor.
Peaty brown combines with delicate rose pink in this decor to create a velvety soft look. The floor exudes softness and sensuality.











OUR
DESIGN TIP








Combine the Gnarrenburg Oak Brown decor with THE trend color of 2024, Peach Fuzz. The delicate rose pink orange blends wonderfully with the floor’s tones. A sofa or armchair in an on-trend shape inspired by the human silhouette – perhaps in light blue – is the perfect way to complete the look.






CH80








At Kronotex India, the essence of “Swissness” is woven into the fabric of our identity, drawing inspiration from the distinguished CH80 initiative of SWISS KRONO. Our commitment echoes the Swiss ethos, where approximately 80 percent of raw materials and value-added processes remain rooted in Switzerland. While our manufacturing hub is overseas, the spirit of “swiss made” permeates every product we offer. 



Sustainability is the cornerstone of our production philosophy. We actively participate in the thinning and rejuvenation of Swiss forests, supporting local businesses and minimizing transport distances. This holistic approach aligns with our dedication to sustainable practices, serving as an asset for both humanity and nature.
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